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What are all the ways we can accelerate
collaboration / system leadership?

WHY L B B MA TTE R S

“

“

The STP is becoming an
ICS. People are working
together but not as much
as they need to. We need
to think communities,
people and places at the
centre of what we are
doing.

We need to break down
organisational barriers and
take time to build the trust
and relationships which
will help us move forward
and do the right thing.

“

“

We’re in a difficult financial
position and the risk is we
retrench, get in our
bunkers and work against
each other.

We need to take off the
organisational lanyard
and wear a lanyard
where people are at the
centre. Integrated
Neighbourhoods are at
early stages of doing this.

“

“

People are under
pressure. This programme
will give participants the
time and space to
understand each others
realities, and bring
together a range of
different people to learn
and grow collectively.

There is an urgent need to
grow our system’s
leadership, share learning
and knowledge.
We need to develop
connected leaders who are
relational as much as task
focused.

“

“

What we’re trying to do is
hard. It requires a different
type of leadership, a way of
working in partnership for
the benefit of the system.

The priorities (of our
Alliances) are similar but
the demographics
different. They are evolving
differently and tackling the
challenges in different
ways. We need to ask
what’s common across
both whilst staying
responsive to the place.

WH A T S U CCESS L O O K S L I K E – Q U O T ES F R O M T H E 1: 1S
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2

Teams feel empowered to work in a more
integrated way

Share collective knowledge, skills and
expertise

• Systems leaders rather than organisational leaders – asking the
question what’s it like for our citizens?

• People sharing data, spreading learning,
shifting culture

• People will be working in teams identifying solutions, having
difficult conversations, being provocative, encouraging people
to disagree.

• In 12 months time, they are feeling better
equipped, thinking broader, asking the
question ‘who else needs to be involved?’

• Encourage cross organisational projects, allowing teams to work
in a more integrated way, pathways are more joined up.

• Having lots of conversations becomes
normal, acknowledging it’s ‘our’ issue.

• People feel invigorated to do something across boundaries,
understand different perspectives and process that collectively.

• People clamouring to come on the
programme, feeding itself with a wave of
followers.

• Create a mandate to do the right thing – make this the norm.
• More evidence of people making connections, people stepping
forward, really owning the vision and progressing the work. We
want them to say “I’m part of the leadership cohort and I feel
empowered” However it’s also realistic to say ”I can’t own this
all myself, I’ll own this particular problem.”
• Understanding each others priorities – what each others
ambitions are, be on the same page, own the strategy.

• Getting the right people is really important.
Go where the energy is, they can then infect
lots of other people with energy and
enthusiasm which you can then build out
from.
• Staying connected, wanting to progress
things, bounce off each other.

3
Meaningful work that links to system priorities
• Bias for action, meaningful work that links to system
priorities.
• Trying small things – e.g. pilot of self-managed community
nursing – flexible way to meet people’s needs.
• Change challenges start to make an impact.
• Sharing success stories and change challenges - really good
stories of the right care delivered.
• Bottom up working, hearing practitioners doing something
really different. Person centred response to someone’s needs.
• In the long term doing the right thing for local people, impact
on local services, system wide metrics (money impact) –
programme is one part of the jigsaw – necessary but can’t be
done on it’s own
• Already organisations in the pact – how can we further link the
IN agenda to those we don’t normally work with, how do we
include local businesses?
• Helping people in the Integrated Neighbourhood space thrive
– being ok with not being ok, managing ambiguity.

PROGRAMME AIMS

1. Develop capacity for system leadership –

skills, tools, mindset, knowledge and insight
2. Build a network – break down barriers, build
trust, relationships and peer support
3. System innovation – make tangible progress
on live issues

PROGRAMME PRINCIPLES
1.

Partnership working

2.

Courage to innovate

3.

Community voice

4. Compelling story for change
5.

Adaptive leadership

6. A bias for action

LEARNING METHODOLOGIES
1. Keynote speakers

2. Skill development workshops
3. Practical tools, techniques, methodologies
4. Change challenges / action learning sets
5. Leadership exchange

PEOPLE WE MET…

RESOURCES WE SHARED…

CONCEPTS & MODELS WE EXPLORED…

COHORT 1 - PROGRAMME ARCHITECTURE
6 month 1:1 check-in calls with system leaders

Days 1 & 2

Day 3

• Building trust, safety &
commitment to
learning
• Explore local priorities
as impetus for change
• System Leadership
part I
• Emotional Intelligence
part I
• Establish development
clusters
• Friendly Consulting

• Think
Communities
• System
Leadership part II
– learning &
unlearning
• Coaching part I
• Change
Challenge
marketplace

Days 4 & 5

• Emotional
Intelligence part II:
bias and mental
models
• Asset-based
community
development
• Systemcraft:
mapping complex
problems
• QI refresh
• Coaching part II

Day 6

Days 7 & 8

Day 9

• Population
health & data
analytics
• Agile innovation
• Design thinking
methodology
• Design
experiments

• Leading change
• Inclusive &
compassionate
leadership
• Storytelling, advocacy
& influencing
• Future of health & care
– live challenge
• Coaching skills part III

• Review of
learning &
impact
• Interpersonal
feedback
• Sustaining
learning
• Building the
movement
• Celebration and
close

Change Challenges
Action Learning Sets
Keynote speakers –

Key

WAVE EVENT
All participants (30)

Op.1

COHORT 2 - DRAFT PROGRAMME ARCHITECTURE

Op.2

WAVE EVENT
All participants (60)

CLUSTER SESSIONS
15 participants

CLUSTER SESSIONS
20 participants

ACTION LEARNING SETS
5 participants

ACTION LEARNING SETS
5 participants

Day 1: BUILDING
FOUNDATIONS

Day 2: SEEING THE
SYSTEM

Day 3: INNOVATING IN
THE SYSTEM

Day 4: LEADING
CHANGE

• Programme
ambitions and
context for
change
• Expectation
setting –
programme
overview
• Input from LBB
alumni –
making the
most of the
programme

0830 – 1230
• Input from Chief Exec
sponsor on ICS priorities
• Exploring key concepts of
system leadership
• Powerful conversations:
building trust and safety
• Meet your action learning
set

0830 – 1230
• Keynote: Building healthy
communities
• Explore mindset, beliefs,
bias
• Adaptive Leadership /
Cynefin – different types of
problems and leadership
required

0830 – 1230
• Virtual visits: Leadership
discussion with innovators
in the system
• Creating an environment
for innovation and agile
learning
• Failing well, learning fast

0830 – 1230
• Keynote: Leading System
Change
• Storytelling, influencing
and advocacy
• Overcoming resistance to
change

0830 – 1230
• Change Challenge
presentations – celebrate
impact and consolidate
learning. Inviting sponsors,
alumni and other guests
• Developing alumni
network

1330-1700

1330-1700
• Pitch Change Challenges /
Forming Sprint Teams
• Systemcraft live (in Sprint
Teams)
• Introduce Leadership
Exchange

1330-1700
• Design Thinking live (in
Sprint Teams)
• Designing experiments on
Change Challenges

1330-1700
• Review leadership
exchange
• Self-facilitated Change
Challenge work in Sprint
Teams

1330-1700
• Personal learning review
• Sustaining learning and
connections

• Coaching skills: theory and
practice
• Launch change
challenges – process and
expectations

ALS 1

Capacity for system
leadership

ALS 2

Building psych
safety

ALS 3

Managing state /
EQ

Day 5: CLOSE

ALS 4

Friendly Consulting

Leadership exchange – conducted in pairs

October

November

December

January

February

March

April

FINAL SURVEY

BASELINE SURVEY

ONBOARDING
90 mins

